
Interest rate models and fair value discounting

The Vasicĕk and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) models for rates of interest can be written rk =
ξq + Xk where
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The sequence {εk} is independent and N(0, 1) and the models run on the time sequence
tk = kh where h > 0 is a given time increment. The models are quite similar, and it can be
proved that mean, variance and autocorrelation functions are the same under both models.
There is an extra factor in the noise term of CIR. The term structure under Vasicĕk is
known from before. For CIR it becomes
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You will give a presentation over 20 minutes where you compare the interest rate mod-
els and their effect on fair value simulations. You have to use Monte Carlo and the earlier
Vasicĕk program from your oblig must be modified so that it covers CIR too. Run the fair
value simulations under the same circumstances as in your oblig. Points that ought to be
covered:

a) Discuss the difference between the two models. Simulate them when h = 0.1 using
parameters from your oblig and try to compare the simulations. It might be an idea to
start from both low and high rates of interest.

b) Compare the fair value simulations under Vasicĕk from your oblig with what you obtain
under CIR. Report means and standard deviations of the liabilitites under both models
after 1 and 5 years.
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